Abstract-One of the most demanding challenges for the designers of parallel computing architectures is to deliver an efficient network infrastructure providing low latency, high bandwidth communications while preserving scalability. Besides off-chip communications between processors, recent multi-tile (i.e. multi-core) architectures face the challenge for an efficient on-chip interconnection network between processor's tiles. In this paper, we present a configurable and scalable architecture, based on our Distributed Network Processor (DNP) IP Library, targeting systems ranging from single MPSoCs to massive HPC platforms.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the '70s, the ever-rising complexity of the numerical applications employed by the scientific community started for the first time to overcome the computing power offered by any single-processor computer platform. The need for higher computational capability together with both scaling of silicon technology and power constraints, bolstered investigation in the field of High Performance Computing (HPC). From the beginning, the main issues related to HPC were scalability and robustness, in particular for off-chip and off-board communication.
A similar scenario is now unfolding in the embedded world. The semiconductor industries, due to limitations similar to those the HPC community faced in the past, are now all shifting their interests from a monolithic processor design approach to Multi Processor System on Chip (MPSoC) [2] [3] . In this case, the challenge is to provide an efficient communication infrastructure when traditional backbone bus systems fail on guaranteeing full scalability and enough bandwidth between several tens of on-chip processing units (micro-controllers, DSPs, accelerators, etc). Nowadays we are observing a convergence between the embedded and the HPC systems, as the single HPC computational node becomes more and more often a MPSoC.
In this scenario we propose a novel embeddable and fully synthesizable hardware block, the Distributed Network Processor (DNP), that provides a fully scalable and configurable network infrastructure (the DNP-Net) for both on-chip and off-chip interconnection, suitable for platforms scaling from a single MPSoC to a massive HPC system.
In the following, the elementary processing units connected by the DNP are called tiles, and multiple potentiallyheterogeneous tiles can be laid out on a single chip. A single tile may be very simple -e.g. consisting of a single µP plus the DNP -or quite complex -e.g. a µP, one or more DSPs plus the DNP, -but every one of them contains a DNP unit. The hierarchy may be further deepened: multiple multi-tile chips may be assembled on a processing board, and multiple processing boards plugged in a rack and wired together to build a high-performance HPC parallel system. The DNP is connected to the other devices inside the tile via a set of so-called intra-tile interfaces, while inter-tile interfaces are employed to connect a tile to the other ones, which by the way may (on-chip) or may not (off-chip) reside onto the same chip.
A distinguishing feature of ours is that the same set of RDMA-like communication primitives can be uniformly employed to address both on-chip and off-chip tiles. Traditionally RDMA-capable interconnects -e.g. Infiniband, Myrinetare quite expensive as of hardware resources, needing hundreds of megabytes of memory, and high-speed offloading processors to properly handle the complexities of the layered protocol stack or just the virtual memory translations of standard operating systems (Linux, Windows), running on commodity processors (x86, PowerPC, etc.). On the one hand, typical HPC parallel numerical applications need full control of the computing devices, badly tolerating multi-users environments while being really allergic to swapping/paging regimes -i.e. they use no more than 99% of physical system memory. -On the other hand, the data processing and real-time part of embedded MPSoC applications need locked physical buffers used as targets of DMA transfers to/from data acquisition devices, while the virtual memory support is really used only for the traditional part of the application -i.e. the user interface, configuration logic, etc.-That is why most of the times the memory address translation features -e.g. virtual-to-physical mapping units or MMUs -of commercial processors, even if available, can be turned off, as is the case on most embedded operating systems (vxWorks, uCLinux) or even IBM BlueGene/L [4] . Having this in mind, the DNP has been optimized for the no-memory address translation case, making it comparatively small in size and relatively scarce in used silicon resources, opening the possibility to put multiple DNP instances onto the same chip. As a consequence, the RDMA primitives can be promoted from a low-level API, onto which implementing Message Passing Interface (MPI) -as is the case on clusters with Infiniband, -to a full-fledged system-wide communication API, uniformly targeting both onchip and off-chip devices. In other words, the same RDMA API can be used throughout the full hierarchy of devices.
The paper skips over all DNP software related topics (communication libraries, simulators, etc..) which can be found elsewhere [5] [6] . It is organized into four sections. In the first one we give an overview of the DNP architecture, describing its modular structure and the available interfaces. In the second section we report on the use of the DNP in the framework of the SHAPES project, which was actually the motivation for its development in the first place. In the next one we collect some results of our work and finally we write down our conclusions.
II. DNP ARCHITECTURE
The DNP [7] acts as an off-loading network engine to the tile, performing both on-chip and off-chip transfers as well as intra-tile data moving. At the inter-tile level it operates as a network adapter, while at intra-tile level it can be used as a basic DMA controller useful for moving large data chunksi.e. between external DRAM and internal static RAM. - The DNP has been developed as a parametric Intellectual Property library, meaning that some fundamental architectural features can be chosen among the available ones, others can be customized at design-time and new ones can be developed. A highly modular design has been employed, separating the architectural core (DNP CORE) from the interface blocks (INTRAT IF and INTERT IF), as shown in Fig.1 Fig. 1 .
A block diagram of the DNP architecture: the modular design separates the architectural core (DNP CORE) from the interface blocks (INTRAT IF and INTERT IF). The inter-tile interfaces can be either off-chip or on-chip, and in either cases they can be equipped with virtual-channels. The intra-tile slave interface is basically used by the software to configure and program the DNP. The intra-tile master interfaces are controlled by the DNP and are used to stream data in and out.
This flexibility allows tailoring the DNP architecture to the particular use-case, choosing the topology of the DNP-Net: it is just needed to define the number M of inter-tile off-chip ports, the number N of inter-tile on-chip ports and the routing algorithm to automatically achieve the desired configuration (Fig.2) .
For example, in the SHAPES project [8] , as we will show in section III, our IP library has been used to implement a 3D torus network topology in a multi-tile system architecture. Besides to fit with the required network I/O bandwidth, a suitable number L of intra-tile master ports can be chosen.
The DNP architecture is a crossbar switch with configurable routing capabilities operating on packets with variable sized payload. The implementation of virtual channels [9] on incoming switch ports guarantees deadlock-avoidance.
The DNP gathers data coming from the intra-tile ports, fragmenting the data stream into packets (Fig.4) which are forwarded to the destination via the intra-tile or inter-tile ports depending on the requested operation.
A. RDMA architecture and communication robustness
The DNP RDMA features may be condensed into three concepts:
• A Command Queue, implemented as a hardware FIFO queue (CMD FIFO), where the software pushes RDMA commands to be asynchronously executed by the DNP. A DNP command is composed by seven words containing information necessary to perform the required data transport operation.
• A Completion Queue (CQ), which lives in the tile memory and is treated as a ring buffer, where the DNP writes events, which are simple data structures, and software reads them. Events are generated as commands are executed and incoming packets are processed. • A Look-up Table ( LUT), a hardware memory block embedded in the DNP which is accessible by software through an intra-tile interface.
The supported RDMA commands are described by a compact set of parameters: the command code (LOOPBACK, PUT, SEND and GET), the source memory address and DNP (SRC DNP), the destination memory address and DNP (DST DNP), the length in words.
The LOOPBACK command describes a memory move operation in which the content of a (local) memory area is copied into another one. One intra-tile interface is used to fetch data and another one to write it to the final destination. The RDMA PUT and SEND commands generate a one-way network transaction; the DNP executes them by reading the local buffer and produces a packet stream targeted to the destination DNP. The RDMA GET commands is a two-way transaction in which the initiator DNP (INIT DNP) generates a request packet destined to the source DNP, which in its turn will generate a data packet stream toward the destination DNP (see Fig.3 for the most general, three-actors situation). Most of the times the destination DNP is the same as the initiator so it collapses to the usual RDMA GET operation as found in other networks. After execution of each command, the DNP optionally writes an event in the CQ, so that the software may acknowledge the command as executed, freeing the source data buffer for further use. The buffers which are used as a source in a RDMA command need no special care while those which are destination have to be pre-registered into the LUT by the software. The LUT is organized in records, each one containing the buffer physical start address, length and some flags. When a packet is received, the LUT is scanned in search for an entry matching the packet destination buffer; only in this case the operation is carried on. After writing (PUT and SEND) or reading (GET) the data, a corresponding event is written in the CQ, so that the software may carry on further operations -e.g. deregistering the buffer, sending back some acknowledge packets, etc. -SEND packets are similar to PUT ones with null destination address, so that the first suitable buffer in the LUT is picked up and used as the target buffer. They are vital for the software application to bootstrap the RDMA protocol at the beginning -e.g. after buffers allocation to communicate their address to the other DNPs, -in the eager communication protocol, and more in general to exchange small amounts of datae.g. protocol packets. -On the other hand, PUT packets are mostly intended for the rendezvous protocol.
B. DNP packets
A data sending operation may generate one or more outgoing packets. The DNP hosts a hardware fragmenter block which automatically cuts a data words stream into multiple packets stream. A packets is made up of a fixed size envelop plus a variable word sized payload (Fig.4 ). In the current implementation, the header is split into a network (NET HDR), which basically carries routing information, and a RDMA header (RDMA HDR), which is processed only by the destination DNP; the footer hosts the packet integrity code and the corruption flag.
Every DNP is uniquely addressed by a 18 bit string, whose interpretation depends on the exact details of the network topology; address decoding is done in the router module and must be customized accordingly. For instance, in a 3D Torus network those bits can be evenly split into a (x, y, z) triplet, while on a NoC based design there could be an additional internal coordinate, i.e. a 4-tuple like (x, y, z, w).
C. Reliability guarantees
The DNP architecture lives on some basic assumptions:
• Neither the destination DNP nor the in-between transient DNPs are allowed to drop packets.
• Each packet is always reliably transferred to its destination.
• Packet corruption is only allowed in the payload and has to be detected and marked in the footer, so that it can be handled by the application. • There is no low level protocol to signal packet delivery, e.g. by n/ack packets. If necessary, it can be implemented by the application. These assumptions turn into requirements for the hardware architecture; it has to be robust enough to protect at least the packet envelop (header and footer), e.g. to avoid bad routing due to corrupted headers. On-chip bit error rate (BER) is assumed negligible, at least at the single tile level with mature silicon processes. Most of the current on-chip intertile communication technologies (NoC) claim to control the BER on their own. So the inter-tile off-chip interfaces are the one mostly hit by the above requirements: they have to employ suitable flow-control techniques to avoid packet dropping; some form of redundancy has to be employed to protect the packet envelop from corruption, e.g. using checking and retransmission techniques.
D. Core
The modular approach used to design the DNP architecture is also applied to the DNP core (Fig.1) , therefore its main functionality is split in several separated modules.
Devices inside the tile require DNP primitives issuing commands via the the intra-tile slave interface (INTRA-TILE SLAVE). The Engine (ENG) fetches commands from the CMD FIFO and uses them to fill out the packet header. The payload data are read by an intra-tile transaction using information in the RDMA Controller block (RDMA ctrl) and the newly created packets are forwarded through the Switch port towards the proper inter-tile ports PORT VCH or PORT.
The routing logic (RTR) configures the SWITCH paths between the DNP ports, sustaining up to L+M +N simultaneous packet transactions. If more than one packet requires the same port, the arbiter block (ARB) applies the arbitration policy to solve the contention. The parametrized number L of intra-tile master ports (INTRA-TILE MST) guarantees the connection among elements within the same tile.
On receiving of a packet, an intra-tile transaction is carried out with information from the RDMA ctrl block, which wraps the LUT inside. Each RDMA transaction is followed by a completion operation (see sect. II-A).
Besides the CMD FIFO, both a set of registers (REG) and the RDMA Look-Up Table ( LUT) are accessible through the intra-tile slave port. The registers are used to expose status information and to configure the DNP functionality; i.e. hand-shake protocols among blocks are often time-out based with exception rising, so that time-out thresholds, as well as arbitration logic choice and the port priority scheme, are configurable this way. Moreover, some registers allow for resetting and dis/enabling of blocks inside the DNP at run time by software.
E. Intra-tile and inter-tile Interfaces
As previously described, the modularity depicts the DNP design. The DNP may be adapted to different environments with minor rewriting efforts, being the interfaces completely independent from the core. Given network topologies lead to different protocol choices as well as error checking and correction requirements. Keeping some of these features out of the Core module makes it smaller and cleaner, moving the potential complexity to the inter-tile or intra-tile interfaces.
At intra-tile level the DNP exposes a proprietary bus protocol while at inter-tile ports a FIFO like signaling is used.
The intra-tile interfaces are in charge of translating the DNP transactions into the particular protocol used inside the tile. These interfaces are specific to the different bus architectures -e.g. AMBA-AHB, AMBA-AXI, PCI, PowerPC, etc. -In our library we provide AMBA-AHB adaptors for intratile communication, either for the master (MASTER) and the slave (SLAVE) interfaces. On the other hand, PCI/PCI-X/PCI-e commercial cores can be easily used by developing customized wrapper blocks. The implemented INTRA-TILE SLAVE adapter maps the registers, the LUT and the command queue. The inter-tile interfaces are responsible for on-chip and offchip interconnection. While the DNP can be connected to highly specialized on-chip network infrastructure -e.g. a NoC, -however the DNP infrastructure allows for pointto-point interconnection with simple interface blocks.
A very wide range of solutions may be applied for offchip communication depending on the requirements. In our case study (see sect. III), the on-chip communication is NoC based while for off-chip we provide a bidirectional Serializer/Deserializer (Ser/Des) with error check, DC-balance and re-transmission capability. The NoC used is the ST-Spidergon, while the Ser/Des block was a proprietary solution.
III. A CASE STUDY: THE SHAPES COMPUTING

ARCHITECTURE
The DNP was developed in the context of the SHAPES European project, proposing a scalable HW/SW design style for future CMOS technologies.
Besides the DNP, a typical SHAPES tile contains a VLIW floating-point DSP (Atmel mAgicV) with its onchip Distributed Data/Program Memory (DDM-DPM), a RISC (ARM9), an interface to Distributed External Memory (DXM) and a set of peripherals called the Peripherals on Tile (POT) e.g. JTAG, Ethernet, etc.; in SHAPES jargon, this tile configuration is called RISC+DSP+DNP Tile (RDT) (Fig.5) .
The SHAPES network connects on-chip and off-chip tiles, weaving a distributed packet-switching network.
The SHAPES software tool-chain provides a simple and efficient programming environment for tiled architectures. SHAPES proposes a layered system software [8] , which dramatically helps the programmer to harness the intrinsic complexity of fully scalable multi-processor systems.
A. The DNP in the SHAPES architecture
In the SHAPES framework the intra-tile interfaces are AMBA-AHB standard connected to the DSP and RISC through an AMBA-AHB multilayer bus (Fig.5) . For on-chip communications, the SHAPES architecture avails itself of the ST-Spidergon Network-on-Chip [10] [11] [12] to which the DNP is connected by a specific interface, called the DNP Network-on-Chip Interface (DNI). The 3D Torus topology has been adopted for off-chip networking (Fig.6) , with all nodeconnecting bidirectional links, which needs a total of six intertile interfaces per DNP. This configuration of ports gives the particular SHAPES tile a render of the DNP with L = 2, M = 6 and N = 1.
The DNP applies a deterministic routing policy to implement communications on the 3D torus network. The coordinates evaluation order (e.g first Z is consumed, then Y and eventually X ...) can be chosen at run-time by writing into a specialized priority register; in this way, the routing scheme is configurable to a certain extent.
1) The On-Chip Interface: the DNI is the on-chip bidirectional interface handling DNP transmissions to/from the ST-Spidergon NoC. The communication protocol implied is a hand-shake protocol based on a request/grant policy. This interface includes a sub-module that verifies data by means of a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). During the packet delivery process a CRC is computed and transmitted together with the footer. On receiving, that CRC is recalculated and checked, so in case of transmission errors a bit in the footer is set and the packet goes on its way. The software can detect packet corruptions by analysing the footer.
The ST-Spidergon NoC implements deadlock avoidance by its own, therefore no virtual channels are necessary on the DNP port side.
2) The Off-Chip Interface: the inter-tile off-chip interface has a parallel clock SerDes architecture, employing Double Data Rate signaling in order to reduce packet transmission latency. Special encoding and a DC-balance block guarantee the quality of the transmission line. The balancing is performed inverting the transmitted word to equalize the number of 1 and 0 bits in time. Furthermore, the inter-tile off-chip interface implements the mesochronous clocking technique in order to handle the clock-phase skew between communicating DNPs.
It manages the data flow encapsulating the DNP packets into a light, low-level protocol able to detect transmission errors via CRC, and includes a memory buffer to re-transmit the header and the footer in case of transmission errors. Therefore the protocol assures the delivery of the packet, avoiding nonrecoverable situations where badly corrupted packets (with errors in the header or footer) pose threat to the global routing. In case of packets with payload errors (signaled by the footer), the software communication library is in charge of handling the situation.
The chosen CRC polynomial generator is the same used for the inter-tile on-chip interface: it is the industry-standard, well-known CRC-16. Past experiences collected on a custom developed massively parallel computing architecture [13] [14] has given us insight into the bit error rate of a typical offchip LVDS link, while proving the CRC-16 as a satisfactory solution. 
B. Exploring the DNP high configurability
Within the SHAPES project, thanks to the high level of parametrization offered by the DNP, we were able to propose different solutions for the inter-tile on-chip network. Besides the ST-Spidergon NoC (MTNoC), an alternative solution has been proposed that involves an on-chip 2D mesh network, obtained using the DNP inter-tile ports connected point-topoint (MT2D).
This experiment allowed having two solutions suitable for possibly different application requirements (Fig.7) .
IV. RESULTS
The DNP architecture has been validated in the SHAPES project by using the DNP TLM SystemC [15] model integrated in different multi-tile processor configurations. In particular, the DNP was employed in benchmarking the SHAPES architecture on a kernel code [16] for Lattice Quantum Chromo Dynamics (LQCD), and tested on a system configuration of 8 RDTs arranged in a 2 × 2 × 2 3D topology (one of those depicted in Fig.7) .
At the same time, an RTL model (written in VHDL) has been used to simulate and validate the DNP implementation, with both ad-hoc stimuli test vectors and mixed SystemC-VHDL simulations. Along with preliminary measures of intratile and inter-tile bandwidth and latency, we estimate area consumption and power dissipation on a early place-and-route layout. In the following, bandwidth figures are meant unidirectional, i.e. for each direction, unless explicitly specified.
Depending on the particular intra-tile interface adopted in the destination design -e.g. matching a bus with reduced width or with lower frequency, -the DNP intra-tile port is able to sustain up to 1word/cycle (1 word equals 32 bits), so the resulting intra-tile bandwidth is BW int = L × 32 = 64bit/cycle, roughly 4GB/s at 500MHz, or 4 + 4GB/s bidirectional bandwidth. The latency for intra-tile communications - i.e. the time interval elapsed from the LOOPBACK command reaching the CMD FIFO to the first outgoing data surfacing onto the bus, as in Fig.8 -is L int = L 1 + L 2 100 cycles, equal to 200ns at the target frequency.
Inter-tile on-chip ports are designed to be connected by point-to-point parallel links and support a bandwidth of 1 word/cycle as well. Because of the DNP distributed network architecture, it is possible to arrange tiles inside the chip in a way to minimize the wire lengths and the dissipated power due to data transmission. In this ambit a parallel on-chip link is still a valid choice considering the trade-off between power dissipation and bandwidth, as the design of many NoC's demonstrates.
While in theory inter-tile off-chip ports may also sustain up to 1 word/cycle network load, the actual off-chip channel bandwidth is inherently dependent on the serialization factor adopted -defined as the ratio between the DNP internal data width and the number of serial lines -on the link. In the SHAPES implementation we chose a serialization factor equal to 16, in order to minimize the number of double data rate physical wires (and corresponding multi-tile processor chip pin count), to allow for high transmission frequencies and distances of the order of some meters, and to simplify the design of the processing board PCB. The above choice leads to a off-chip network bandwidth equal to 4 bit/cycle. Taking into account all the factors, the inter-tile on-chip and off-chip bandwidth are BW on−chip = N × 32 bit/cycle and
The associated single-hop latencies ( Fig.9 and 10 ), defined as the time interval elapsed since the writing of the RDMA command on the sender DNP CMD FIFO until the first word of the packet header is written on the destination DNP intratile interface, are
∼ 250 cycles, respectively 260ns and 500ns at 500MHz. The cost in latency of an additional hop (Fig.11) over an off-chip interface, for example to reach the nextneighbor DNP, is 100 cycles, which is less than the naive guess of L2 + L3 ∼ 150 cycles thanks to wormhole routing. By the way the relative high value of l of f −chip is influenced by the latency introduced by serialization and is dependent on the serialization factor.
We performed the Place&Route trial of both the MTNoC and MT2D inter-tile interconnection infrastructure, introduced in sec. III-B, using 45nm silicon process at 500MHz. The current DNP area estimates in the hypothesis of MTNoC and the MT2D architectures are respectively 1.30mm 2 and 1.76mm 2 ; the larger occupation area for the latter is mainly due to the higher number of on-chip ports (3 ports vs. 1 port), implying a more complex switch matrix architecture and a larger number of DNP data buffers, a complexity which is moved in the NoC block in the MTNoC case.
Furthermore it must be taken into account that these estimates were yielded by Place&Route trials where the DNP data buffers were synthesized using registers in place of memory macros, currently not available in the silicon process library. We expect to halve this area in the final design.
Estimated figures for the power consumption for a single DNP in the RDT computational tile are 160mW in the MTNoC case and 180mW in the MT2D case, with the same silicon process and frequency, amounting about to 1/4 of the tile dissipation figure. A motherboard built by 32 multi-tile processor chips (where one chip includes 8 RDTs) would provide 1 Tera-Flops of floating point computing power with roughly 600W of peak power consumption.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the SHAPES project framework, we proved the parametric and configurable architecture of the DNP to be effective for architectural exploration of on-chip and off-chip interconnection networks, to rapidly yield an efficient design.
As of today, the inter-tile off-chip interfaces are implemented with a serialization factor equal to 16; there is room for considerable improvements in bandwidth and latency, either reducing the serialization factor to 8 or increasing the switching frequency of the off-chip physical links. Using the target 45nm silicon process technology we expect to double the current switching frequency pushing it up to 1GHz.
The routing function of the network and the set of supported commands are currently implemented by hard-coded logic blocks; the option to instead have a µP in its place is currently under study. This replacement would be a significant step ahead towards a more thoroughly programmable DNP.
Moreover in future releases of the DNP we also plan to strengthen the robustness of the network infrastructure integrating the minimal hardware redundancy needed to support the well-known specific fault-tolerant routing methods for torus-based, point-to-point network [17] [18] .
Considering our know-how on massively parallel architectures, collected in more than 20 years of research and development in the field, we think that DNP can be a key feature to assemble HPC systems that target multi-dimensional lattice problems of large proportions (i.e. LQCD) [19] , for which high demands of parallel processing and data communication between processing nodes are considered critical.
